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This paper explores the emergence of a global climate change mitigation regime through an analysis of the lan-
guage employed in international science-policy reports.We assume that a global climate regime can only operate
effectively on the basis of a shared understanding of climate changewhich is itself based on a shared language of
governance. We therefore carried out an in-depth thematic and metaphor analysis of 63 policy documents pub-
lished between 1992 and 2012. Results show that global climate science-policy discourses universalise the myr-
iad impacts of a changing climate into a single dichotomous impacted/not-impacted scenario and aim to govern
this world according to economic principles of cost–benefit analysis. These discourses use metaphors that draw
on narrative structures prevalent in the wider culture to produce and legitimate a reductionist representation of
climate change. This representation undermines public understanding of and engagement with climate change
by marginalising subordinate policy framings which do not align with the prevailing dichotomous framing.
The types of documentswe analyse in this paper represent important sources for journalists reporting on climate
change. We therefore suggest that any attempt to improve public communication of climate change should in-
clude revisions to these organisational discourses.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
1. Introduction

There is a growing sense that attempts at building an effective inter-
national governance regime for climate change are running out of steam
(Conca, 2012; Geden, 2013; Jordan et al., 2013; Luers and Sklar, 2013). A
lack of public support for emission reduction policies is one of the
reasons given for this policy failure (Pidgeon and Fischhoff, 2011;
Whitmarsh et al., 2013). This lack of support has been attributed in
part to problems in the way climate change science is communicated
(Pidgeon and Fischhoff, 2011; Carvalho and Peterson, 2012).

Despite a proliferation in media channels, the mainstream news
media remains the primary source of information about climate change
for the public (Painter, 2013). Mainstream news media reporting on
climate change tilts towards powerful elite sourceswhichprovide a pre-
dominantly establishment view of the world (Mautner, 2008: 33). In
this paper we therefore turn our attention to some of these ‘powerful
elite sources’. Our analysis examines the themes, metaphors and analo-
gies in influential climate policy-science reports frommany of the most
prominent international climate governance institutions. We focus on
the period 1992 to 2012.
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Some researchers, such as Gupta and Dahan, have analysed shifts in
climate change policies over time (Gupta, 2010; Dahan, 2013), but no
attempt has yet been made to map the emergence of themes and met-
aphors in the attendant policy discourses over such a period. Two sum-
mits held at Rio de Janeiro were important landmarks in policy debates
about climate change, and bookmark the time period covered in this
analysis: the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and De-
velopment (UNCED), also known as the Rio Summit, Rio Conference,
and Earth Summit and the 2012 United Nations Conference on Sustain-
able Development, also commonly called Rio+20 or Rio Earth Summit
2012 (see Hellsten et al., in press).

It has been argued that all governance is multi-actor (Newell et al.,
2012), which is to say that policy emerges out of a decentralised interac-
tions between a range of organisations, rather than just being the prod-
uct of centralised decision-making within government (Stevenson and
Dryzek, 2012). Hence one could justify an analysis towards a number
of different documentary sources on the basis that to focus on govern-
ment policy documents would be to ignore important contributions
from non-state agencies (NSAs). However, corporate actors aside, re-
search into governance has concluded that NSAs in fact often have only
limited influence on policy development (Newell et al., 2012; Davies,
2011). Davies explains how governance and network theories often fail
to recognise the extent to which power relations between public and
private, structure and agency is exercised through a range of centralised
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institutions. Coordination andmaintaining coherence across these differ-
ent governance mechanisms require shared discourses (including meta-
phors), or engagement across different discourses (Davies, 2011).

In the light of this debate we have chosen to focus on reports from
prominent international organisations involved in the building of a
climate governance regime because although they may not govern en-
tire policy fields on their own, international organisations often set
and implement key rules within them; create, channel, and disseminate
knowledge; shape dominant discourses; frame problems and solutions;
influence negotiations through their ideas and expertise; and oversee
the implementation of projects on the ground (Newell et al., 2012: 96).
This grants them an important, and often underestimated, degree of au-
tonomy and power to shape outcomes (Newell et al., 2012). In the final
reckoning, policies are ideas about how the world should be, and “ideas
do not exist apart from language” (Marx, 1953, cited in Prawer, 2011:
272). Because the sources we analyse are important sources for journal-
ists, they have the power to define the language used to describe possible
responses to climate change within the public sphere.

The wide attention paid to the Stern report on the economics of cli-
mate change (Stern, 2006) and the ensuing discussions about the rela-
tive financial costs of mitigation versus unmitigated climate change
highlight just how central economic frames are to discussion of climate
policy.We argue that there is nothing intrinsic to anthropogenic chang-
es in the chemical composition of the atmosphere which demands that
decisions about whether and how to respond should be made solely
through economic frames. Rather, we suggest that focusing attention
on climate change as an economic problem is a conscious political act,
performed primarily through language.

This is not to deny the relevance of economics to climate policymak-
ing, but it has been argued that justice and ethics (e.g. Vanderheiden,
2008) and democratic decision-making principles (Machin, 2013;
Carvalho and Peterson, 2012) are equally important frames for gover-
nance of climate change. Suggesting that climate change is primarily
an economic problem reduces the policy space for these alternative
framings and the resultantmarginalisation of these less expert, technical
frames undermines efforts being made elsewhere to build strong posi-
tive public engagement (Machin, 2013; Carvalho and Peterson, 2012).

Given the importance attributed to the communication of climate
change, we suggest a better understanding of how institutional narra-
tives are shaping downstream framings of climate change can offer
guidance as to where in the communication process interventions
should be directed. The cultural circuits model provides a longitudinal
analysis of how environmental discourses evolve as they are received
and re-communicated through the cultural filters of producers and con-
sumers (Carvalho and Burgess, 2005: 1460). Themodel identifiesmedia
professionals as the producers of environmental discourses; “groups of
media professionals…produce stories from source materials which
will define the days news” (Carvalho and Burgess, 2005). These media
professionals produce texts, in line with linguistic, visual and genre
norms which help define the public sphere (Carvalho and Burgess,
2005: 1458). Our interest is in elucidating what sorts of stories are
told by the source materials which journalists use, and what discursive
resources are used to tell those stories.

In the next section we briefly examine some interpretations of how
andwhy public climate narratives have changed in the last twenty or so
years. Our results will be compared against these timelines, to identify
whether the shifts in the public sphere are apparent in the science-
policy documents we analyse. We do not attempt to prove causality if
the changes in framings of climate change coincide.

2. Conceptual Background

2.1. The Emergence of Market Mechanisms in Climate Change Narratives

Levy and Spicer (2013) highlight the role of competing imaginaries
in shaping climate policy. Imaginaries provide a shared sense ofmeaning,
coherence and orientation around highly complex issues. They are closely
linked to the ways in which institutions and economic activity are
organised and structured, and the ways people think they ought to be
organised and structured (Levy and Spicer, 2013: 660). Levy and Spicer
analyse how different groups of actors – NGOs, business and state
agencies – have employed these imaginaries at different stages in the his-
tory of climate policy negotiations. The authors propose three distinct
phases in the history of climate politics since 1990. 1990–1998, the ‘Car-
bon Wars’, was a period when incumbent powerful fossil fuel regimes,
against rising concerns about climate change, worked to keep climate
change off the policy agenda. 1998–2008 was a period of ‘Carbon Com-
promise’when the inevitability of carbon regulation was accepted. Since
2009 we have been in a period of ‘Climate Impasse’ (Levy and Spicer,
2013: 660).

Kotekyo, in identifying the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol in 2005 as
a key driver for “corporate strategic change” (2012: 25) also recognises
1998 as a year heralding broad acceptance of carbon regulation. Both
Koteyko (2012) and Liverman (2011) see the adoption of the Kyoto Pro-
tocol (together with the launch of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme),
which put the idea of carbon trading at the centre of global mitigation
strategies, as the date at which discourses of market environmentalism
started to come to the fore. Rogers argues that 2006was a pivotal year in
climate politics, when “global warming was acknowledged by the last,
very powerful, hold outs” (2010: 3).

According to Liverman's study of international climate policy, the
period up to 2008 saw three key narratives which emerge in the public
discourse: that ‘dangerous climate change’ is to be avoided; that the re-
sponsibility for climate change is ‘common but differentiated’; and the
neoliberal claim that the market, in the form of carbon trading, is the
best way to deal with the issue (Liverman, 2009: 295).

These different, but sometimes overlapping histories will provide a
referencewhichwill guide analysis of the documents. Do the discourses
emerging from these documents change in ways which reflect these
timelines? After outlining why we think metaphors have an important
role to play in climate discourse and policy we then explain howwe se-
lected the documents analysed and the methods we employed to iden-
tify and categorise themetaphors and themeswhich constitute the data
for our analysis. In the results section we bring some coherence to this
data through a discursive account of the patterns emerging from the
distribution of these metaphors through time and across the different
documents. The discussion conceptualises these patterns within a
broad historical and social context.

2.2. The Role of Metaphor in Climate Policy Narratives

Discourse has many meanings (Stevenson and Dryzek, 2012) but,
given the focus of our analysis, we work with discourse as a political
strategy (Wodak, 2008: 1). It is assumed the narrativeswe are analysing
are strategic, and intended to serve political ends (Hampton, 2009). We
wish to understand how economic frames are deployed in these docu-
ments, andwhat themes andmetaphors are used to build those frames.

Thoughmetaphors have been “largely neglected inmainstream crit-
ical discourse analysis” (Hart, 2008: 96), cognitive linguists have shown
that metaphors are important to thinking and acting in the world, in-
cluding political acting (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980). They can enable as
well as constrain the ways we think about policy issues, especially
with regard to largely abstract, complex and seemingly intractable
problems like climate change. Whilst Lakoff and Johnson wrote about
what they called ‘conceptual metaphors’ that map the concrete onto
the abstract and the familiar onto the unfamiliar and thus create new
knowledge and potential for action, the policy analyst Donald Schön
wrote about ‘generativemetaphors’, that is to say, ways of seeing some-
thing as something else by carrying over knowledge fromonedomain of
experience to another (see Schön, 1993[1979]: 137); for example see-
ing a slum as a blight or an ecosystem calls for different policy actions.
He argued that such metaphors derive their “normative force from
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certain purposes and values, certain normative images,which have long
been powerful in our culture”. Many of thesemetaphors are tacit, go un-
noticed and are difficult to detect. In this article wewant to reveal some
of most potent metaphors that shape international climate policies and
therefore may have economic impacts. However, we are fully aware
that some of the metaphors we have collected might not be classified
as such by other researchers.

Metaphors have an especially important role to play in anchoring
novel phenomena in familiar and shared ideas (and hence language
and culture). Anchoring describes the means by which people come to
understand an unfamiliar event. People can only make sense of the
world by finding ways to reconcile their beliefs with some set of facts
about how reality must operate (e.g. Schön and Rein, 1994). To anchor
an object is to fit it into an existing system of classifications, is to
name it and relate it to other objects in the system (Wells, 1987: 443).
Hence anchors allow groups to make sense of novel risks by classifying
and naming the threat, making the unfamiliar familiar (Washer and
Joffe, 2006: 2143).

Metaphors, in providing an alternative framing for novel and ab-
stract phenomena, are powerful anchoring devices. As such they serve
to constrain the discourse (van der Sluijs et al., 1998) by framing a
topic in such a way as to privilege particular understandings of a prob-
lem over other possible interpretations (Nerlich and Koteyko, 2009).

Schönwas perhaps the first to highlight the importance of metaphors
in policy making in the 1970s. About three decades later Schlesinger and
Lau (2000) studied the use of policy metaphors in political judgement.
More recently, Thibodeau and Boroditsy (2011) found that even the sub-
tlest instantiation of a metaphor (via a single word) can have a powerful
influence over how people attempt to solve social problems like crime
and how they gather information to make ‘well-informed’ decisions.
Interestingly, they also found that the influence of themetaphorical fram-
ing effect is covert: people do not recognise metaphors as influential in
their decisions; instead they point tomore ‘substantive’ (often numerical)
information as the motivation for their problem-solving decision.

3. Sourcing the Documents

We analysed documents from nine institutions (Table 1). Analysing
documents from different sources helps us to understand how texts
combine to create a particular discourse. The document selection
followed some clear principles. Firstly, they had to be international in
scope. Secondly, the documents had to come from organisations which
were publishing regularly on this topic over the period concerned, to
allow for a chronological comparison of the texts (except for the 2009
Copenhagen Communiqué, which addressed themes common through-
out the period of study, but used a particular event to amplify those
themes). However not all texts were published annually (for example
the German Advisory Council reports), nor did the search terms identify
appropriate documents for each organisation in every year of analysis.
G7/G8 reports did not always contain reference to climate change if it
wasn't a feature of discussions in that year. Thirdly, the sources had to
Table 1
Documents analysed.

Organisation Number of
documents

European Union/European Commission 13
UNFCCC (United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change) 12
OECD (The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) 9
G7/G8 (Group of 7/Group of 8) 8
IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) 7
UNEP (United Nations Environment Programme) 6
IEA (International Energy Agency) 5
German Advisory Council on Global Change 3
Copenhagen communiqué 1
Total 63
be of some significance in the climatemitigation debate, to be sufficiently
authoritative to be reasonably considered as shaping and framing down-
stream climate policy discourses. Relevant documents were identified ei-
ther by citation tracking, Google searches, or searcheswithin thewebsites
of the relevant institution. The search terms employed were a combina-
tion of the year of interest, the institution of interest (or searching by
year within the search fields of the institutional website) or the year
and institution within Google or the year, institution and either the
term ‘climate change’or ‘globalwarming.’Wedrewonexisting familiarity
with the international climate policy landscape to guide the search.
On the basis of these criteria the following organisations were identified
as producing publications of relevance to the project objectives: OECD
(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development), IPCC (In-
tergovernmental Panel on Climate Change), UNFCCC (United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change), IEA (Institute of Economic
Affairs), EU (EuropeanUnion), UNEP (United Nations Environment Pro-
gramme) and G8 (Group of Eight). Additionally, the sources had to be
accessible which, when going back to 1992, was not always straightfor-
ward (for example, a key OECDdocument from 1995was only available
following a request to the OECD directly for a copy).

4. Analysis

4.1. Documents Analysed

The document search brought back 63 documents for analysis
(Table 1).Wedid not identify any documents frombefore 1992. The dis-
tribution in Table 1 reflects, broadly, the years in which these organisa-
tions published reports solely or largely about climatemitigation policy.
This is not an exhaustive list; other organisations could have been
researched and other reports discussing climate change from these
organisations found. Nonetheless, the number of reports, and years cov-
ered, will provide data which can reasonably be assumed to be repre-
sentative of the whole.

4.2. Methods

The 63 policy documents were analysed using qualitative thematic
analysis as described by Braun and Clarke (2006) in conjunction with
metaphor analysis. In order to identify themes and metaphors, we
read all the articles in the two corpora and extracted keywords themes
and candidate metaphors, in the case of metaphors referring to whole
linguistic expressions that are metaphorically used. When deciding
whether a word/expression had been used metaphorically we consid-
ered whether it has a more basic, concrete meaning in other contexts
(Pragglejaz Group, 2007) and whether it opened up, in Schön's term, a
new perspective on the world, generated new ways of seeing. We
adopted the Pragglejaz principles or metaphor identification relatively
loosely, focusing onpolicy-relevantmetaphors or generativemetaphors
in Schön's terms rather than pervasive conceptual metaphors, such as
the use of the spatial preposition ‘under’ in utterances such as “He was
Year of publication

1992, 1993, 1995, 2001, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012.
1992, 1995, 1996, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2004, 2005, 2009, 2010.
1992, 1993, 1995, 1996, 1997, 2000, 2004, 2007, 2011.
1993, 1995, 2001, 2004, 2005, 2008, 2009, 2012.
1992, 1995, 1999, 2001, 2004, 2007, 2011.
1997, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2006, 2012.
2000, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010.
1995, 1997, 2003.
2009.



Table 2
Themes and metaphors.

1992 Sinks and reservoirs. Stabilisation. Precautionary. Sustainable economic
development. Energy security. Fight global warming. Market
mechanisms. Natural balance. Heat sink. Carbon sinks. Business as usual.
Greenhouse.

1993 Remedial action. Costs and benefits. Earth's energy budget disturbed.
1995 Tolerance window. Admissible emission profiles. Preservation of

Creation. Ecosphere is located in the centre of the temperature window.
Sustainable development. Sinks and reservoirs. ‘Parties may use global
warming potentials to reflect their inventories and projections in carbon-
dioxide-equivalent terms’. Costs and benefits of various intervention
strategies. Market signals. Cause–effect relationship. Carbon leakage. No
regrets policy. Command and control policies. Sink enhancement.
‘Greening government’. Environmentally responsible management.
Environmental industries. Environment-economy integration. Balance two
central roles— on the one hand job creation and greater business efficiency,
and on the other hand the protection of the environment. Global
competitiveness.

1996 Energy efficiency. Sustainable and environmentally sound renewable
energy sources. A need to make ‘man, the environment and the economy
inseparable’. Global climate security. Keep the (climate policy) machine
turning productively. Environmentally sound technologies. Greening of
world markets.

1997 Sustainable. Sinks and reservoirs. Energy efficiency. Renewable energy.
Sequestration. Innovative environmentally sound technologies. Market
imperfections. Crash barriers. A human fingerprint. Business as usual.
Syndromes. Climate window.

1998 Sustainable. Sinks and reservoirs. Energy efficiency. Renewable energy.
Sequestration. Innovative environmentally sound technologies. Market
imperfections.

1999 Sources and sinks
2000 Costs and benefits. Leakage of carbon emissions. Sustainable development.

Sinks. Energy Security. ‘Aggressive global co-ordination to combat climate
change’.

2001 Sustainable development. Cost–benefit. Sources and sinks. Capacity
building. Business as usual. Environmentally sound technologies.

2002 Sustainability. Developed. Developing. Sources and sinks.
2003 Climate window. Carbon stocks. Cost–benefit analysis. Guard rail.

Runaway greenhouse effect. Carbon cycle. Positive feedback. Contraction
and convergence. Dangerous limit.

2004 Tackle climate change. Dangerous limit. Combating climate change.
Sustainable development. Business as usual. Breakthrough technologies.
Combat climate change. System level. Non-linear. Thresholds. Causal
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under her influence”. We carry out metaphor analysis as part of dis-
course analysis rather than cognitive or conceptual analysis (Cameron
et al., 2009).

We systematically extracted sections containing keywords indicat-
ing candidate themes and metaphors from each policy document and
entered them into a spreadsheet the rows ofwhich represented the pol-
icy documents and the columns recorded the instances of different can-
didate themes and metaphors. Candidate metaphorical expressions
were compared between the researchers and ordered into groups and
patterns until consensus was achieved.

As readers will see, the distinction between overarching themes and
key metaphors is not an easy one to make and we believe that they in
fact strongly interact and what is a metaphor for one reader may be
theme for another. However, we are certain that both together are im-
plicated in generating new ways of seeing, speaking and acting and
need to be monitored and discussed. They should not remain tacit, as
the form the discursive background if not bedrock against which or on
which climate change policies are made.

To give some examples:We coded ‘rebound effect’ as ametaphor, as
the phrase was originally used inmedicine and is now being used in the
context of earth science and global environmental change. A rebound
effect is indeed defined as: “the effect that the lower costs of energy ser-
vices, due to increased energy efficiency, has on consumer behaviour
both individually and nationally. Put simply, the ‘rebound’ effect is the
extent of the energy saving produced by an efficiency investment that
is taken back by consumers in the form of higher consumption, either
in the form of more hours of use or a higher quality of energy service”
(Herring, 2008). There is, as one can see, an awful lot of information en-
capsulated in these two words or in this one metaphor. By contrast, we
listed ‘sustainability’ as pervasive theme, as it has established, albeit
conflicting, meanings in terms of continued economic growth and
using methods that do not harm the environment (Herring, 2008).

In the following table no weighting is given to frequency of key
themes andmetaphors in the results. The presence of a theme or meta-
phor in the right hand column indicates the term appeared at least once
in one of the documents analysed for the year concerned.Metaphors are
highlighted in bold (Table 2).
chain. Cascade of uncertainty. Fuzzy boundaries. Feedbacks. Cycles. The
high-impact-low-probability tail. Global fight against climate change.
Win–win. The clock is ticking. Attacking climate change. No regrets.
Climate friendly.

2005 Sources and sinks. Environmentally sound technologies. Sustainable
development. Energy security. Clean energy. Carbon pools. Combat
climate change.

2006 Nature's early warning systems. Managing our planetary habitat. Energy
security. Clean energy. Non-linear responses. Climate surprises. Deep
uncertainties. Thresholds.

2007 Transition. Energy security. ‘First mover’ advantage. Mainstreaming
climate change. Global low carbon economy. Global community. Climate
proofing.

2008 Low carbon economy. Combat climate change. Energy security. Low
carbon society. Sustainable economic development. Low carbon
technologies. Clean Energy. Stabilisation. Carbon leakage. Carbon sinks.
Carbon markets.

2009 Sustainable growth. Green. Stable, balanced and sustainable growth. Green
recovery. Energy security. Low carbon societies. Fighting climate change.
Combat climate change. Common values.

2010 Feedback effects. No regret measures. Sustainable development.
Environmentally sound technologies. ‘Cradle to grave’ emissions.
Rebound effects. Energy security. Low carbon technologies. Clean
energy sources.

2011 Anthropocene. Sustainable transport. Clean energy. Sustainable
development. Rebound effect. Energy security. Business as usual. Tipping
points. Burden sharing. Stringent target. Pandora's Box. Green growth.

2012 Transition. Sustainability targets. Climate change community. Stabilise.
5. Results

5.1. What Are the Dominant Themes and Metaphors?

The overarching and consistent discourse constructed by these
themes andmetaphors is onewhich reduces climate change to a dichot-
omous issue. This binary representation of the world has important
implications for climate policy, because it represents what it is possible
for climate policy to achieve. Climate policy imagined in these docu-
ments draws on the idea of a clear division between an impacted and
non-impacted world. This division between impacted and non-
impacted has been displaced on to the two degree ‘dangerous limit’,
and marginalises discussion of impacts which may manifest prior to
this level of warming. This dichotomous discourse is constructed in
terms of themes andmetaphors such as ‘thresholds’, ‘guard rails’, ‘tipping
points’, ‘positive feedbacks’ ‘feedback effects’ ‘non-linear change’ ‘crash
barriers’ and ‘runaway greenhouse effects’. The terms ‘stabilisation’ and
‘natural balance’ refer to a background set of non-impacted climate con-
ditions which pose no threat to the continuance of existing social and
economic activity. Balance is a recurrent theme in these documents.
‘Sources and sinks’ and ‘sources and reservoirs’ reinforce the importance
of balance, and the prominence of the ‘sources’ and ‘sinks’metaphors re-
mind us of Douglas' cultural analysis of environmental politics, wherein
pollution is matter out of place (1966). Climate change hence results
from carbon being in the wrong place because of human interference
in this movement from source to sink and back again, a symptom of
the ‘Earth's energy budget being disturbed.’
Talk of ‘budgets’ inevitably bring economic frames to mind. ‘Sus-
tainable development’ is the form of economic activity which will
allow for ‘business as usual’ whilst preventing the Earth crossing
the threshold into an impacted state. This new era of sustainable
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economic development connects with another key dichotomy in cli-
mate discourse, ‘cost–benefit’. A proper negotiation of these ‘cost–
benefit’ calculations will be necessary for ‘stable, balanced and sus-
tainable growth.’ The ‘low carbon societies’, ‘low carbon economies’
and ‘low carbon technologies’which constitute sustainable develop-
ment suggest the dominant imaginary is one where nothing in the
world has changed except the amount of carbon emitted by the ac-
tivities which define late neo-liberal patterns of economic activity.

The dichotomy articulated through these themes andmetaphors in-
vokes images of the climate system as a ledger, and the double entry
book keepingmethod of accountancy. Themost obvious discourse met-
aphor that draws from the ledgermetaphor is that of cost–benefit. Dou-
ble entry book-keeping demands every entry to an account bematched
with a corresponding and opposite entry to a different account. Costs
can only be justified if there is a corresponding benefit which can be
compared in the same units of analysis. Sinks and sources again suggest
the proper state of affairs is for carbon leaving a source to be matched
with carbon entering a sink, or reservoir.

The sustainable development theme is connected to the idea of a
painless ‘transition’ to low carbon world free of climate impacts. This
imaginary contrasts with the stark dichotomy of an ‘aggressive global
coordination’ using ‘command and control policies’ to support efforts
at ‘fighting’, ‘combatting’, and ‘attacking’ climate change. Such responses
were required in the face of ‘Earth's early warning systems’. These war-
likemetaphors were contrastedwith ‘global climate security’ and ‘energy
security’.

5.2. What Changes?

The binary nature of the discourses identified above is constant over
the time period of this analysis. But do the subjects of these discourses
themselves change? Are there other uses of metaphor apparent? Though
this is not a content analysis, there is a trend apparent from2005 onwards
for increasing, and related, use of ‘energy’ and ‘carbon’ metaphors
(Nerlich and Koteyko, 2009; Koteyko et al., 2010). ‘Clean energy’ first
appears in 2005 (the Kyoto Protocol and the EU's Emissions Trading
Scheme), alongside terms such as ‘green growth’. ‘Transitions’ makes
an appearance in this period. Carbon leakage, carbon markets, low car-
bon societies, low carbon economies and low carbon technologies are
only present in this latter period. Alongside themes and metaphors
from this latter period such as ‘first-mover advantage’, ‘cradle to grave
emissions’ and ‘mainstreaming climate change’ there is a very strong
sense that climate change mitigation is no longer in opposition to the
imperative of economic growth, but instead is becoming a driver of
growth and a source of competitive advantage. This ‘climate friendly’
society does not require a revolution, but can be achieved through tran-
sition. The issues are no longer existential, but technical, requiring a bet-
ter understanding of novel policy risks such as ‘rebound effects’ and
‘carbon leakage’. This image of ‘leakage’ also evokes certain simple ac-
tions that can be used to deal with it — climate change becomes a
plumbing problem, a problem of technology and money (economy).

To some extent this change reflects the period of ‘carbon compro-
mise’ running up to 2008 identified by Spencer and Levy, though the
move from carbonwars to carbon compromise and carbon compromise
to carbon impasse are not so evident. The acceptance of carbon regula-
tion leads to a focus on the control of carbon, a desire to identify leakage
and the nature of rebound effects. Clean energy, rather than reference to
using less energy, indicates that such regulation will have to take place
within a paradigm of continued increases in energy use. The regulation
is therefore to be directed to finding how to overturn the historic corre-
lation between GDP and increased emissions. Within this latter period
the years 2005–2007, with the adoption of the Kyoto protocol in 2005,
the release of the Stern report (2006) and the publication of the fourth
IPCC report (2007), offer a much clearer division in the discourses than
the 1998–2008 framework. 2005 is the first year the phrase ‘clean ener-
gy’ appears and it appears almost every year thereafter and 2007 is the
year that the idea of a low carbon economy first appears. Apart from a
mention of a ‘green recovery’ in 2009 there is no strong sense of
a shift in the discourses following the financial crash of 2008 and
the 2009 ‘climategate’ affair (Nerlich, 2010). In a sense, the shift in
2005–2007 had already reframed the climate mitigation discourse in
line with the demands of GDP growth. Nerlich and Jaspal also note
that the language we use to make sense of climate change – language,
metaphors, policies, beliefs – respond both rapidly and slowly to the
new financial and economic mood (Hulme, 2008a, cited in Nerlich and
Jaspal, 2012). An analysis of documents up to 2014 might demonstrate
a more noticeable change in the language used.

Koteyko (2012) examined the role of so-called ‘carbon compounds’
(linguistic combinations of theword carbonwith otherwords) in online
discussions of climate mitigation policy and found carbon compounds
exploded onto the scene of climate change discourse in around 2004.
Examples of carbon compounds identified by Koteyko include phrases
such as ‘carbon offset’, ‘carbon footprint’, ‘carbon trading’ and ‘carbon
credit’. In her article on the spread of ‘low carbon’metaphors in industry
and trade press, Nerlich (2012) found that ‘low carbon technologies’,
‘low carbon economies’, ‘low carbon futures’ and so on began to be
discussed in the early 2000s. The first carbon compound in our data
occurs in 2005 with ‘carbon pool’. It is not until 2008 that carbon com-
pounds start to proliferate, with terms such as ‘carbon leakage’, ‘carbon
sinks’ and ‘carbon markets’ appearing in the texts, indicating a gradual
impact of ‘market metaphors’ (Cojanu, 2008) on policies. This seems
to indicate that the high-level policy documents we analysed lagged a
few years behind this explosion of and apparent enthusiasm for a car-
bon language in the media, advertising, as well as in NGOs and govern-
ment agencies (Carbon Trust etc.).

6. Discussion

The first thing to note is that, as mentioned previously, these results
are necessarily illustrative; other researchers analysing the role meta-
phors play in generating and sustaining particular understandings of cli-
mate change and climate policy may look to different documents and,
depending on the research questions posed, identify different meta-
phors and themes. We do not believe that this undermines the validity
of the methodologies and results presented in our analysis. Instead, the
possibility of alternative results from other metaphor analyses quite
correctly demonstrates and reflects the indeterminate and to some ex-
tent unbounded nature of the climate change problem. However, it is
important to recognise themethodology and analysis relies on interpre-
tive reasoning. Whilst we understand that such an interpretive ap-
proach is uncommon within economics, the nature of the problem we
are addressing means we align with the rationale provided by Wall in
his exploration of the methodological issues facing constructionist ac-
counts of environmental issues, where he claimed that what is sought
is not certain and definitive social explanations but “recurring contin-
gencies and causal tendencies which render some explanations more
powerful, more saturated with meaning” (1999: 354).

Those points notwithstanding, our analysis has shown a dichoto-
mous representation of the world is common to the metaphors across
all thesedocuments. Perhaps counterintuitively, thesedichotomousdis-
courseswork to overcome the foundational dichotomypresented by cli-
mate science, that between environment and economy, climate versus
growth (it is worth noting how this representation once again brings
us back to the ledger master metaphor; a change in one side of the led-
ger must be matched with a corresponding change on the facing page).
Attempts to transcend this dichotomy are inscribed into the initial
policy responses to climate change. The primary document in global
climate policy, the 1992 Framework Convention on Climate Change,
recognised the environment/economy dichotomy, but proposed a dia-
lectic of sustainable development which could transcend this tension.
Hence the dichotomous metaphors in the global climate policy docu-
ments we analysed act to make climate change amenable to policy
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intervention within existing economic and social norms. How is this
achieved? Firstly, the type of problem that climate change is, and
hence the type of responses which are appropriate, accords with the
discourses which characterise the other discourses of high politics,
which broadly deal with economics and foreign policy. Not only do
these other discourses of high politics definewhat it is possible to imag-
ine about the future, but they also provide the metaphors and concepts
in which those aspirations can be framed. Therefore a form of intertex-
tuality appears to be at work in reducing the world to a state of either
impacted or not impacted, growth or recession, war or peace. The re-
duction of climate change to impacted/non-impacted, and the expres-
sion of this division through a single number (2 degrees centigrade of
warming) validate and perform a targets approach. The danger lies on
the other side of the 2 degree line, and hence climate policy becomes
a fight against an external threat, the vanquishing of which will allow
the world to return to the stable and balanced norm of late neo-liberal
economics. This discourse has remained constant throughout the period
of analysis, albeit with a tighter focus on carbonmanagement in the lat-
ter phase.

These double-entry book-keeping frames are enacted most signifi-
cantly in the emission governance mechanism of offsetting. Whether
at the individual level, where the concerned citizen can pay to have
some trees planted to soak up the carbon from their plane flight or at
the international level through joint implementation mechanisms, the
ability of the wealthiest actors to carry on with high carbon lifestyles
draws its legitimacy from the offsetting frame. Without the facility for
a nation, organisation or individual to balance the debit from their car-
bon budget with a credit earned from offsetting those emissions
wealthy actors would find their freedom to enjoy a high carbon lifestyle
increasingly difficult to justify.

There is a broader, mythical discourse which our analytical frame
brings to the fore. Given that this binary division does not represent re-
ality (climate impacts of varying degrees, at various times and at various
places are already deemed to have begun (IPCC, 2014)) why divide the
world into impacted and non-impacted? We have already talked of the
need to anchor our understanding of novel risks in pre-existing con-
cepts and narratives. The discourse of climate change as a threat to be
fought in order to preserve the old order is the dominant narrative arc
which populates popular culture and draws from the myths which
have accompanied civilisation, perhaps even prior to the appearance
of the written word. In these stories, the goal is always to return to
what we can broadly, or often explicitly recognise, as a business as
usual scenario. There are only two possibilities; the existing norms or
somethingmuchworse. Our current pattern of social and economic activ-
ity is the very best we can hope for, andwemust fight to maintain it. It is
this dichotomywhich lies at the root of these policy discourses. It is these
framings which are reported on and which spread through the world in
media reports and NGO campaigning materials. In reflecting the dis-
courses of popular culture and other policy arenas, these discourses
make themselves easily understood by the intended audience, and define
the limits of what it is possible to do in response to climate change.

We suggest our analysis has important implications for climate
change communication. If we accept these organisational discourses
are an important journalistic source and therefore shape downstream
climate change discourses (i.e. Demeritt, 2001: 322), then it is possible
that the dichotomous construction of climate change performed by
these discourses prevents positive public engagement by blocking the
emergence of alternative subjectivities. The war metaphors make clear
you are either with us or against us. For those who accept the findings
of the climate science, there is no alternative to the binary impacted —

non-impacted imaginary, wherein climate change becomes a problem
at two degrees of warming (see Shaw, 2013 for a critical analysis of
the two degree concept). All effort is to be directed at avoiding the pass-
ing of this threshold through the adoption of new technologies,
harnessed through a marketisation of carbon. The existing metaphors
give life to a particular narrative. Our analysis has shown the narrative
is a very powerful one which draws on the mythical structure of stories
which, in one form or another, prevail in our popular culture and polit-
ical discourse. Nonetheless, other narratives are possible and people are
story-telling creature. This suggests that there is nothing about climate
change itself which makes a democratic, accessible debate impossible.
The absence of different voices in the climate change debate is a political
choice. What our research shows, which has not been apparent in other
research on public communication of and engagementwith climate pol-
icy, is that for those other stories to have any political traction it is not
sufficient to work within only the public sphere. Alternative framings
of our climate change futures must have organisational presence if
they are to contribute to the building of effective mitigation policy.

What we have not been able to demonstrate is the extent to which
the metaphors are deployed consciously and strategically. If it is possi-
ble to demonstrate such purposiveness at all, it would require in-
depth interviews with the relevant actors and authors, assuming those
actors would be willing to be involved in such research.

7. Conclusion

In his bookMetaphors for Environmental Sustainability Larson (2011)
points out that “[t]he way we speak about the natural world is not a
transparent window, because it reflects the culture in which we live
and its priorities and values” (p. ix). In this study we have shown how
the metaphors used to talk about climate change in high-level policy
documents reflect the culture and values of modern Western societies,
in particular their economies. In our case the metaphors of the balance
sheet seem to have been superimposed onto the older metaphor of
the balance of nature.

Our analysis revealed a dichotomous representation of the world
running through the majority of the themes and metaphors. The meta-
phors we identified were connected by an overarching discourse meta-
phor of double entry bookkeeping. Climate change policy discourses
draw on historic constructions of environmental problems which as-
sume two opposing value systems, a pristine nature versus economic
growth. The world has two states under climate change, impacted and
not impacted. Mitigation policiesmust be justified through a cost–benefit
analysis. Climate change is a problem in the Earth's energy budget caused
by carbon being out of place, as a result ofmisappropriation of carbon be-
tween sources and sinks. Climate change is other, an external threat to be
fought before the world is impacted. This metaphor in itself draws from
mythical narratives, of heroes fighting foes in order to protect the existing
order. These narrative arcs are prevalent in popular culture and have a
universal and timeless appeal (see Propp, 1971; Lakoff, 1991). Therefore,
themanner inwhich climate policy discourses deploymetaphors present
in these perennial narratives anchors climate change within familiar
storylines. These discourses also construct climate change in a manner
which makes it amenable to policy making. The constancy of this dichot-
omous metaphor over the twenty year time period and across the differ-
ent documents suggests whatever changes in the public discourse or
policy trajectory that havebeen identified in other research arenot appar-
ent in the discourses we identified in these documents. The discourse on
climate change in the high-level policy documents we studied is overall a
quite conservative one and one closed to change; it is notflexible, dynam-
ic and open to different frames or different voices. At this policy level we
can therefore not detect the competing imaginaries and the change in
imaginaries that Levy and Spicer (2013) observed over time. Instead,
what we see is one monolithic and static imaginary that makes climate
change amenable to policy making which might however be more imag-
inary and mythical than real or realistic.
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